APPENDICES

Filth in the Beauty

The reverse side of beauty, It dyed by beloved filth.

Genwaku no umi shizunda hotaru
hitei wa yokkyu jou no uso
Mujun de somaru taion
Risei wo kaburu aibu ni
Odori tokekomu shun wa fui ni kegarawashiku...
My mind which falls

Your seed and my seed never mixes.
The connection of this blood is eternal.
You cannot finish suppressing the desire.
To true daughter... (Sexual disgrace)

Toiki fusagu myakuutsu e wa
Wakari aenu guren wo motomu

Closet mind is distorted instability.
Please release me before breaking.
How long, how long, how long... In humiliation
The countless fatal scar was born.

(Sexual disgrace)

Prohibited bud...Recklessly driving cucumber...
The kin' collapses...
Near relatives on death...
The smell of a cigarette smell breath&shit
Moment that bitter white jam is mixed
Inside of a brain caused an error
and goes mad by the sweet bug

Kubi wo hawasu shitasaki to te
Nozomu hyoujou guren ni somaru

Closet mind is distorted instability.
Please release me before breaking.
So long...
In humiliation
The final art is your dead face

Dad which fell to the trap
My Devil on the Bed

Mary...Kiss my chest deeply
Yoku wo kuruwasu Chloe no Feminine

Mary...Your the eyes
Karamu kokyuu wa nama atataka ku

Abandon insanity
Scatter instinct

Shisen sora sazu kami tsui te
Kobosa nyyouni shitasaki de

Endless fuckin' show time

The beautiful devil on the bed
Tempt me by masturbation
The beautiful devil on the bed
Let's have sex in darkness

Sungeki zecchou no saijoukai
Sugu soko de waratte ruyoude

Endless fuckin' show time

The beautiful devil on the bed
Tempt me by masturbation
The beautiful devil on the bed
Let's have sex in darkness

Abandon insanity
Tempt me by masturbation
My devil on the bed
Sugar Pain

Boku wa mada nani mo shiranai juu go do me no Black cherry
Kajitsu wo yurasu no wa magire mo nai anata no SILHOUETTE

Muteikou na boku mo itsuka wa anata de nureru Black cherry
Motomeru no wa aijou ja naku yoko de nemuru yoku to my mother

Prohibited education.

Is it mother's love that feels in genitals?
or the sexual desire?
(I don't know the method of the tie to you excluding this act)

Sugar pain...please sweet sugar pain mother
Nemurenu hodo no itami wo nido to anata wo wasurenu you
Sugar pain...please sweet sugar pain mother
Shitasaki de nandomo anata ga kureta kono karada wo
Sugar pain...please sweet sugar pain mother
Aishiau yori mo risei chigireru hodo anata wo kanjitai
Forbidden Beaver

She has a sex addiction

Betty in the trash box
You are the highest grade gossip
Betty in the trash box
Suicide of Masquerade

Everyone is attracted by your sweet face
(You can’t become queen)

13 dankai nobori kuzureochite yuku vijon
Sungeki no doresu wo nugi dantoudai made itchokusen

Jouyoku mamire no kimi ga itoshii fushidara ni utsuru kuchibiru no sei?
Shinimonogurui de tobimawaru kinku ni ezuku shinjitsu
Haiso no rizumu kizande

Forbidden red lips
She has a sex addiction
Bang! Bang!
Cute luv machine
She has a sex addiction
You are the highest grade gossip
dare yori mo kagayaite iru

Betty in the trash box
Where are you now?
CONTEMPT/LOSS/BLANK LIFE
Forbidden fruit
Forbidden red lips
She has a sex addiction
Bang! Bang!
Cute luv machine
She has a sex addiction
You are the highest grade gossip
dare yori mo kagayaite iru

She has a sex addiction